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The Bandage Place Team project all my partner and I to be hypothetical technical
directors and create a paper trail of the process it takes to complete the set. My partner Aaron
and I used discord to communicate. We split the first half of the assignment; I drafted the
walls/flats of the set while Aaron did the platforms. We both created the material estimate sheet.
I have had some experience using CAD but from my past assignment was hesitant in the
correct direction to start. I began with the front view and then the plates that described the walls
more in detail. Once I completed my draft Both Aaron and I revised each other works and
tinkered with it before we work on our material estimate list. We used different hardware lumber
websites to gauge and price of our materials. and After getting feedback on our work we began
the second half of our projects and worked together with our calendars, labor estimate budget,
piece list and, load-in and strike plan. We also revised our drafts and made changes. Working
on this project I learned about time management, communication, and how to take the steps to
be a technical director. Ther can always be in improvement in time management; in the first half
of the project, I felt nervous to start that first conversation on how to talk to my partner. This is
probably a reason why time seemed like it was a constraint. After Aaron and I began speaking
in our discord it became very easy to talk to him about questions. I learned that when it comes
to a project one needs to go for the communication because that will hold back the flow of the
rest of the work. On the technical direction aspects, I learned the paper tail necessary to create
a product but I know I can always learn more and hope to learn more in the future. In the future,
in the case of being hired to be a TD, I will have a plan on where to begin. Starting with
communicating with my team and drafting as soon as possible and get as much information and
feedback on your drafts as reasonable.


